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Introduction
A collective thought process becomes more and more critical in the network age as a means for bringing together limited intelligence embodied by natural or artificial agents. A powerful methodology is needed to make collective thought processes effective. Methodologies such as brainstorming or mind map have been invented but they are mostly the third-person understanding and are limited in terms of actuality. Their output can only appeal to people through narratives or other pedagogical media. It is pretty hard for the ordinary audience to share the thought in terms of vivid and immersive understanding, or first-person understanding, of the output unless enough background knowledge is shared. The problem might be solved if it is presented as an interactive movie, but a huge cost would be required for that. Even with the existing stateof-the-art technology, however, it still appears beyond our scope to build a tool that allows for creating meaningful low-cost movies.
A less challenging, but still useful goal might be to build an intelligent tool that would allow people to progressively build a story base, which is a background setting consisting of pieces of story scenes, each of which consists of events played by one or more role actors with reference to the physical or abstract background. A story base may serve as a mother from which individual stories and games may be spawned. We assume that a story base will greatly help professional storytellers and game players produce high-quality content.
The long-term goal of this project is to establish a powerful method for allowing everybody to participate in a collective thought process for producing a story base for a given theme. There is a huge area of applications in education and entertainment. In addition, we believe that the project benefits science and technology. On the scientific hemisphere, it will open up a new methodology for investigating in-situ human behaviors. On the engineering hemisphere, it will significantly benefit not only content production but also product prototyping and evaluation.
In this paper, we portray a novel approach, called synthetic evidential study (SES), for understanding and augmenting collective thought process through substantiated thought by interactive media. The proposed approach draws on authors' previous work, including conversational informatics, human-computer interaction, computer vision, prosody analysis and neuro-cognitive science [1] . In what follows, we present the overview of SES, preliminary implementation of its components, and future perspectives.
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Overview of SES
The present version of SES basically consists of four stages. The first stage is roleplay by participants. Actors are invited to play a given role to demonstrate their firstperson interpretation in a virtual space. A think aloud method is used so the audience can hear the background as well as the normal foreground speech. Each actor's behaviors are recorded using audio-visual means. The second stage is projecting role-play into a shared virtual space. The resulting theatrical play as an interpretation is recorded and reproduced for criticism by the actors themselves. The third stage is critical discussions with mediated role-play. It permits the participants or other audience to share the third-person interpretation played by the actors for criticism. The actors revise the virtual play until they are satisfied. The understanding of the given theme will be progressively deepened by repeatedly looking at embodied interpretation from the first-and third-person views. The final stage is componentization for reuse. The mediated play is decomposed into components and stored in the story base.
For illustration, suppose a handful people become interested in some scene of Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. First, the participants will set up a SES workshop comprising the stages a-c, where the participants may either start from scratch or take up a previous piece of interpretation from the story base, criticize it, and produce their own, depending on their interest. Each one of them is asked to demonstrate her or his first-person interpretation for the scene, by following the events and expressing her or his thought as a behavior that she or he thinks the role would have acted for each event.
Reproducing the behavior of a role, i.e. Romeo or Juliet, in each given scene will allow the participant to feel the role's mental and emotional state, resulting in deeper and immersive understanding of the scene. On the second stage, they criticize with each other to improve the shared interpretation. The third person perspectives would allow the participants to gain the holistic understanding of the scene. Discussions permit the participants to know other possibilities of interpretation and their strength and weakness.
In order to maximally benefit from the above-mentioned aspects of SES, we need a powerful computational platform. It should be built on a distributed platform as participants would like to participate in from geographically distant points. We have found that the game engine, Unity 3D 1 in particular, best fits this purpose. It allows us to share a virtual space with complex objects and animated characters. Reproducing participants' theatrical role-play as Unity objects allows for implementing the stage d to progressively construct a story base for a community. It will enable its members to exploit the components of interpretation to build and share sophisticated knowledge about subjects of common interest.
The conceptual framework for the SES support technology consists of a shared virtual space technology for interfacing the users with the story world and the discussion space technology for supporting criticism and improving play as interpretation.
Virtual space technology plays a significant role to configure vast varieties of conversational environments. Consider the actors are asked to interpret the balcony scene of the Romeo and Juliet play. Although a physical setting for the balcony scene is critical for interpreting the details, it is too expensive and hence infeasible for ordinary cases unless the studio is available. Another difficulty arises when the number of participants is not enough. Whereas a virtual environment inhabited by non-playable characters solves difficulties in general, problems remain regarding how to generate qualified settings and non-playable characters for interpretation. Our technical contributions mostly address the second issue, while we utilize existing techniques for the first issue. Furthermore, the interface should be immersive and gesture-driven so participants can concentrate on the SES activities. Our technological supports for SES consist of the shared virtual space, virtual character realization, and discussion support.
We draw on technologies that have been developed in pursuit of conversational informatics. Our technology for SES not only supports and records conversations in a virtual immersive environment and projects the behaviors of the actors to those of synthetic characters but also analyzes interactions. It will help the participants deepen their interpretation even from the viewpoint of the second person or the interactant through interaction, which is only available by the virtual technology.
SES significantly extends the horizon of conventional pedagogy, as the participants of the SES workshops may be able to learn to view a phenomenon from multiple angles including not just active participants but also the perspective of other role players in real time if the agent technology is fully exploited. It should be extremely effective for social education, such as one for anti-bullying, as it allows the participants to "experiment" social affairs from different perspectives, which is almost impossible otherwise. From scientific points of view, the SES enables the understanding of human behaviors in a vast variety of complex situations. As a result, one can design experiments far more realistic than conventional laboratory experiments. For example, the experimenters can slip into the SES session cues or distractors in a very natural fashion.
In what follows, we elaborate the SES workshop, the supporting technologies we have developed so far, and how SES is applied to conduct study human behaviors.
SES Workshop
The SES workshop is a joint activity open for every group of people to figure out a joint interpretation of a given theme by bringing together prior interpretations of participants. Repetition of acting together and discussion is a critical feature of a SES workshop 2 . In order to gain the practical features of the SES workshop, we conducted a preliminary workshop to gain initial insights about SES. We chose a story called Ushiwaka and Benkei 3 because it was very popular in Japan though the details are not well considered as it is rather a fiction told for children though it is partly based on historical fact. We had conducted one 1-hour session in which four participants repeated two discussion-play cycles. Due to the limitation of our measurement facility at that time, each one-role player acted for his part (Fig. 1a) . The actor's motion was recorded by a Kinect 4 and projected as the behavior of a Unity agent. This is the topic of the subsequent discussions (Fig. 1b) . According to an informal a posteriori interview, the participants were able to be well involved in the discourse and obtained a certain degree of immersive understanding. In fact, we observed that the participants got interested in the details of the story such as how to handle a long sword. It motivated the participants to collect more information from the net and reflected that on their role play acts. In addition, the SES workshop seems to work well for integrating partial knowledge of participants by acting and discussion together.
Computational Platform for SES
The conversation augmentation technology [1] supports immersive interactions made available by a 360-degree display and surround speakers and audio-visual sensors for measuring the user's behaviors (Fig. 2) . The "cell" can be connected with each other or with other kinds of interfaces such as a robot so that the users can participate in interactions in a shared space. It allows to project the behaviors of a human to those of an animated character who habits in a shared virtual space. The computational platform is coupled with the Unity platform so the participants can work together in a distributed environment.
A virtual space builder called FCWorld [2] enables the immersive environment to be linked to external software like Google Street View to benefit from various content available on the net. FCWorld was used to implement virtual network meetings with the Google Street View background.
Virtual Character Realization
Animated characters are critical elements of SES. Roughly speaking, a virtual character realization consists of two phases: character appearance generation and behavior generation.
As known in nonverbal communication, not only their behaviors but also their appearance may significantly influence the nature of interactions. We want to make the appearance of characters as unique as possible so they maximally reflect the target interpretation. An avatar with the face of an existing human might be expressive but too specific. Designing a game character is too expensive for ordinary SES sessions. We believe the de-identification approach [3] is the most effective. The idea is to take an existing human face and remove identifiable features while maximally retaining the expressive aspects. Ideally, voice de-identification should be coupled with visual deidentification.
Behavior generation is another key technical topic in virtual character realization. On the one hand, sophisticated behavior generation is necessary to express subtleties of mental state. On the other hand, participants should be easy and natural so they can concentrate on essential issues. Although recent advanced technologies using inexpensive depth-color sensors such as Kinect exist, there is plenty of room for improvement, such as full body behavior generation that integrates facial expression and bodily movement generation [1] . Although technologies are available for generating point cloud image representation of humans, more work needs to be done to accommodate point cloud representation into the game platform. Alternative approach is to employ crowd sourcing to collect typical behaviors that can serve as a prototype adaptable for a given purpose [4] .
Learning by imitation is a powerful framework. So far, we have develop a basic platform and a more powerful imitation engine which monitors the behavior of the target continuously, autonomously detects recurrent signals and infers causality among observed events [5] . Imitation can play several roles at different stages of the SES session. For example, direct pose and motion copying can be used during role play to generate the preliminary behaviors that will be discussed and improved by the group. Our pose copying system is based on a modular decomposition of the problem that simplifies the extension to non-humanoid characters. During motion update, a combination of motion copying and the correction by repetition technology we developed earlier [6] can be used to improve the motions smoothly.
Discussion Support
Another critical phase of the SES support technology is discussion support. Our discussion support consists of the round-table support and the full-body interface. The ultimate goal of the former is to build a chairperson agent who can support discussions by estimating distribution of opinions, engagement, and emphasizing points. We have implemented several prototypes [7] [8] [9] . These prototypes focused on interactive decision-making during which people dynamically and interactively change the focusing points. Our technologies allow to capture not only explicit social signals that clearly manifest on the surface but also tacit and ambiguous cues by integrating audio-visual and physiological sensing. As for the latter, we exploit Kinect technology to measure and criticize physical display of interpretation played together one or more local participants [1] . Since the system we developed is easy to setup measuring environment for human motion capture, we can conduct SES anywhere indoors.
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First-Person View by Corneal Imaging
Capturing the first person view of the world provides a valuable means for estimating the mental status of a human either in a role-playing game or in discussion. In fact, we have found that first-person view may bring about quite different emotional state from the third-person view in human-robot interaction [10] . By exploiting the fact that the cornea of a human reflects the surrounding scene over a wide field of view, our corneal imaging technology allows for determining the point of gaze (PoG) and estimating the visual field from reflecting light at the corneal surface using a closed-form solution. Compared to the existing approaches, our method achieves equipment and calibrationfree (PoG), depth-varying environment information and peripheral vision estimation. In particular, the first and the third are very important to be used as human interface devices and beyond the current human view understandings that uses only the 'point' of the gaze information [11] .
Prosody Analysis
Prosody analysis is a key technology for estimating and distinguishing social affects, such as laughter and smile, in face-to-face communication. Production and interpretation of social affects is indispensable for obtaining in-depth understanding of the SES sessions. So far, our prosody analysis and corpus-building technologies have been applied to analysis of laughter/smile/sad speech and cross-cultural communication. Intended affective meanings are conveyed by various modalities such as body movements, gestures, facial expressions as well as vocal expressions. In particular, vocal expressiveness of these affects is intensively studied since the 90's. Recently, Riliard et al. envisage the prosodic variations, which are used to encode such social affects. They also try to identify the characteristics of these prosodic codes in competition with others (e.g. syntactical and lexical prosodic configuration) [14] . Such prosodic analysis focusing on social affective meaning may be implemented by cross-cultural communication processing. Thanks to this methodological approach some universal and culturespecific prosodic patterns were identified even for the same label of affect (e.g. surprise).
Combined with the SES technology, our prosody analysis techniques will be extended to multi-modal prosody analysis, powerful enough to investigate complex social-emotional communication. Coupled with brain activity visualization technique such as [13] , it will allow us to investigate brain activities underlying the social affects.
SES-based Human Behavioral Science
SES can serve as a novel platform for conducting human behavioral study as it allows the researchers to build a sophisticated experiment environment.
(1) Building multi-modal corpus for cross-cultural communication. Socio-emotional aspects are critical in understanding cross-cultural communication. Other cross cultural studies on affective speech are conducted in cross cultural paradigm among four languages: Japanese, American English, Brazilian Portuguese and French [14, 15] . The results showed that subjects of different cultural origins shared about 60 % of the global representation of these expressions, that 8% are unique to modalities, while 3 % are unique to language background. The results indicate that even if specific cultural details punctually play an important role in the affective interpretations, it may also emphasize the fact that, a great deal of information is already shared amongst speakers of different linguistic backgrounds.
Therefore, the SES platform permits researchers to set up complex situations to quantitatively investigate socio-emotional aspects of cross-cultural communication in the shared virtual space so that culture-dependent cues can be observed and contrasted in multiple desired conditions, as a natural extension to our method of analyzing prosodic aspects.
(2) Dance lesson. Measure and criticize the detailed quantitative aspects of motion. Coupled with group annotation tools, we can analyze the detailed nonverbal behaviors of tutor-student interactions. The group annotation tools are useful for building consensus because they automatically extract and propose feature points for criticizing. The scheme can be used to analyze how people criticize the features of played actions [1] .
(3) Laughter. In this study, we mostly depend on physiological sensors to make subtle distinctions among hidden laughter, enforced laughter, and genuine laughter. Especially hidden laughter is an important cue to get the true response. The SES framework most fits more comprehensive study on comedic plays that induce laughter on the audience [16] .
(4) Virtual basketball. In this study, we shed light on how social signals from beginning players and non-playable characters in motion can be used to read intentions from friends and opponents. In the future, the study may be extended to highlight the group discussions for criticizing and improving performance [17] .
(5) Cultural crowd. This study aims at gaining first-person understanding of crowd in a different culture. Currently, we are focusing on queuing behaviors in a different culture, trying to identify social signals and norm in a given culture, by conducting a contrastive study [18] .
(6) Physiological study and evaluation of social interactions in the virtual space. Being able to assess how observers perceive, from an affective (e.g., emotions) and cognitive (e.g., attention, engagement) point of view, the play of the actors, could provide very interesting insights to refine and improve the play and/or the story. Similarly measuring such affective or cognitive states during collaborative tasks performed in the joint virtual space could be used to study, assess and then optimize the collaborative work. Interestingly enough, we and others have shown that such affective and cognitive states could be measured and estimated in brain signals (electroencephalography) [19] or in other physiological signals (heat rate variability, galvanic skin response, etc.) [20] . The SES would thus provide a unique test bed to study physiological based assessment of both affective and cognitive experience and distance collaboration tasks.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we introduced synthetic evidential study (SES) as a novel approach for understanding and augmenting collective thought process. We presented the conceptual framework of SES, initial findings from a SES workshop, supporting technologies for SES, and potential applications of SES. We believe that SES has many applications ranging from science to engineering, such as content production, collaborative learning and complex human behavior analysis. Future challenges include, among others, virtual studio, layered analysis of human behavior, and multi-modal prosody analysis.
The SES paradigm has opened up numerous new challenges as well as opportunities. Among others, we have recognized three challenges as the most useful to enhance the current framework of SES. The first is virtual studio that permits user to set up and modify a complex terrain and objects on the fly. The second is analysis of participants' action and separation of layers, as a participant' behavior refers to either the action of the role or meta-level action such as a comment to her or his action. The third is a methodology for guiding SES sessions to bring about intended effects on the participants, depending on the purpose. For example, if the purpose of a given SES activity is to help the participants design a new industrial product, it should be very helpful if the participants are encouraged to consider potential product usage scenarios in a comprehensive fashion.
